
  

DECACEROUS  
A decacerous structure has ten horns. Some sea-snails have strange feet 
that look like ten little horns moving along and it was suggested that they 
be called Decacera, from the Greek deka ‘ten’ and keras ‘horn’. After 
some debate, the snails were named Decapoda, indicating their ‘ten-
footedness’. Many thorns, especially the hooked ones on African Acacias 
look like tiny ram’s horns. The most extraordinary case of a ten horned 
creature is from the book of Daniel. In his visions Daniel saw four beasts 
and he describes the last one as exceeding dreadful, with teeth of iron, 
nails of brass and ten terrifying horns on his head. This decacerous beast 
smashed things to pieces in order to gulp them down, and should any 
leftovers accidently fall from its mouth, his clumsiness made it hard for 
him to stoop to the ground, and he would angrily trample them to a pulp. 
The project’s ten horns, made in May 2007, resemble those of a goat and 
are made of two types of wood, Imbuia and Boekenhout. 
 



  

DRUMLINOID 
Resembling a drumlin, a long, narrow, whale-shaped hill. A true drumlin, 
from Irish droimnín, ‘little hill ridge’, is a hill formed by the moving ice 
of glaciers in colder parts. A drumlin looks like the oblong ellipse of a 
beached whale, and a number of drumlins in an area resemble a field of 
beached whales that are facing in the same direction, the direction in 
which the ice once moved. The lengthwise body of the drumlin is parallel 
with the movement of the ice, with the blunter end, the ‘head of the 
whale’, called the stoss, facing into the oncoming glacial movement. 
Drumlins can be as high as a twenty-storey building and are generally as 
long as ten football fields. Their layers of soil or rock material were 
repeatedly added over time to a core by the moving ice. Rock formations 
and hills can look much like a typical drumlin, but these may only be 
drumlinoid in appearance, not true drumlins formed by ice. Our simple 
drumlinoid shape, made in April 2007, has a few types of tightly glued 
and smoothly finished wood. 
 
 



  

DACRYOID  
Tear-shaped. Drops of liquid and beads of sweat are dacryoid when they 
dangle or fall freely in space. Once they have fallen on the ground they 
splash to become runny and so loose their dacryoid appearance. Solid 
objects like small glass beads or fruits such as pears have attractively 
dacryoid appearances. Caricatures of Louis-Philippe, king of France 
(1773-1850) often depict him with the dacryoid head of a pear, perhaps 
because of a certain natural resemblance. In Greek dakryon is ‘tear’. The 
piece, made in January 2007, is sculpted out of a solid block of Jacaranda 
wood inlaid with thin lines of dark Imbuia. The Imbuia has been sanded 
level with the smooth surface of the Jacaranda so that it may not be felt, 
but only seen. It serves the purpose of accentuating the volubule curves of 
the large ‘teardrop’ without being detected by touch. This emphasises the 
dilemma of the blind who, in this instance, will be talking about 
something they must still rely on the sighted to verify the existence and 
nature of. 
 
 



  

DOLIIFORM 
Barrel-shaped, jar-shaped. In Latin a dolium is a large jar, shaped like a 
barrel with a large mouth for pouring. This large dolium jar or vat is 
impractical for pouring drinks into glasses, but is good for storing wines 
within easy reach. The doliolum (plural doliola) is the diminutive of the 
dolium and it is the more practically used of the two, decanting small 
amounts of wines and spirits, a diminutive cask container placed on the 
table near guests. Some translations name the small doliolum as a ‘calyx’, 
a wine cup or goblet – but this is considered too small for the real thing. 
A doliiform object looks like a small cask. For a drum or container to be 
doliiform it has to be like a small wine barrel from which spirits can 
easily be decanted. The doliiform shape made in February 2007 for the 
BLIND ALPHABET PROJECT was made close to life-size for a useful 
table barrel and in order to make it more barrel-like, it has ribs of 
different kinds of wood.  
 
 



  

DAUCIFORM 
Carrot-shaped – the botanical name for carrot is Daucus carota. The word 
dauciform is mostly applied to carrot-like vegetables or plants that have 
the same kind of roots as the carrot, for example the “white carrot”. A 
pointing finger, a long ice cream lolly or a thin, fancy bottle can all be 
dauciform. For the BLIND ALPHABET the carrot was taken as a shape 
resembling an aedaegus, the male sexual organ of insects, similar to the 
penis of animals. The aedeagus intromits sperm into the female receptive 
organ or bursa – Latin for ‘purse’. The human male sexual organ, when 
extended, also becomes a dauciform entity. Such an imaginary intromitter 
for an imaginary being was forged out of African Rosewood and Imbuia 
in January 2007. The main body of the sculpted organ has the extended 
carrot shape, but underneath its base, it is gently hollowed out to allude 
also to the bursa or female organ. In this way the work is bisexual. 
 
 



  

DISTEGOUS 
An adjective describing things that have two roof-like ridges. In Greek di- 
is ‘two’ and stege ‘roof’ or ‘covering’. One finds distegous appearances 
in bone structures, prehistoric reptiles and unusual insects. The most 
notable case of a distegous formation of body parts is that of the plates on 
the back of the stegosaurus dinosaur. Its name literally means covered 
lizard or roof lizard. This massive, plant-eating monster was active 150 
million years ago in many parts of the world. It is one of the best known 
dinosaurs of all time because of the 17 bony plates embedded in two rows 
on its back. The plates are believed to act as heat-controls, giving off, or 
taking on heat as the dinosaur needed it. The project’s distegous 
construction is based on the two plated ridges on the arched back of a 
Stegosaurus. They were made in April 2007 from Imbuia mounted on a 
base of Balau and set into position by small wooden brackets of Beech. 
 
 



  

DECACANTHOUS 
In botany and zoology, the word decacanthous indicates the presence of 
ten thorns. The thorn is a small, pointed, relatively sharp protrusion 
emanating mostly from the branches or leaves of plants. Although they 
share a likeness, thorns are nearly always smaller than horns. Horns and 
thorns do not seem to share the same etymology. In fact, on the leaves of 
the Bunny-ear Cactus, also called the Polka-dot Cactus the thorns are so 
small that one needs a magnifying glass to see them clearly. In contrast, 
horns are always clearly visible. Some fishes and sea-urchins also have 
small sharp and straight ‘thorns’. A decacanthous fish has ten straight 
spines fanning out from the fin on its back – in Greek akantha is ‘thorn’. 
A diacanthous plant part has two thorns. For the BLIND ALPHABET a 
decacanthous arrangement, made of two rows, five each, of black 
Zebrawood thorns, was grafted onto a thick branch-like base, carved out 
of Wild Seringa. It was made in May 2007. 
 
 



  

DECUSSATION 
A decussation is a criss-crossing of lines or paths, or a crossing-over of 
design elements to describe the letter ‘X’ – ‘ten’ or deca- in Latin. In 
decussation as a figure of speech the word-order is inverted, for example: 
“The first one in is the last one out.” For the BLIND ALPHABET 
PROJECT the decussate structure of a Cypress seed was closely studied. 
It has a number of pairs of small wooden shapes beginning in the centre 
of the seed and getting larger to the outside to form a beautiful, round 
ball, the size of a large coat button. The two curved segments of the first, 
inside wooden pair fuse together to face each other across the centre of 
the seed. The next pair of wooden segments is slightly larger and clasp 
the first pair at right angles. Although a little further apart, this pair is also 
decussate or related across the centre. More decussate, ever larger and 
larger, further apart, pairs of segments face each other across the little 
seed ball. Meranti and Kiaat woods were used. The scupture was made in 
May 2007. 
 
 



  

DISCOID 
A discoid object is shaped like a disc. The disc has been a functional 
shape for a long time. Quoits are round disc-like objects made of stone or 
metal, thrown as an excercise of strength or skill by the ancients. In the 
5th century the Greek sculptor Myron carved his famous discobolus, an 
athlete hurling a discus. Lentils and lenses in optical instruments or in the 
eye are discoid. The shape of the disc abounds in things like hats, watch 
faces, cooking pans, lids and compact disks for computers. A 
discoglossid frog has a discoid tongue and discopodous snails have 
discoid feet. In medical science the condition Discoid lupus 
erythematosus shows an eruption of coin-like blemishes on the skin and 
an undulating discoid meniscus within one’s knee causes it to pop out of 
joint. In May 2007 a rather floppy discoid shape was made out of a core 
of Imbuia capped with two pieces of Oregon pine. 
 
 



  

DRUSIFORM 
In mineralogy a druse is a crust of crystals lining a hollow rock-
formation. The name exists in English since 1750. Small areas of crystals, 
such as those formed by clear rock crystal, pyrites crystals or beautiful 
purple amethyst crystals, are often arranged as druses in rock cavities. 
Although the pomegranate is not filled with crystals, its shiny, slightly 
angular red fruits look very much so and are therefore quite drusiform. A 
field of plastic or glass crystals might be drusiformly arranged on a dress, 
but the ladies will always prefer to call it diamanté. In May 2007 a simple 
curve suggesting the inside of a rock surface was carved out of pine wood 
and laced with different kinds of carbuncular bits of wood that vaguely 
resemble crystals. If this drusiform area of wooden nodules were to be 
made on the outside of a smaller curved block of wood, and given some 
kind of a handle, it might become an excellent massaging tool. 
 
 



  

DAEDALEAN 
In Greek mythology Daedalus is the architect and inventor of ingenious 
buildings and devices. He created an intricate, sinuous labyrinth for king 
Minos on the island of Crete. This building structure was so skilfully 
designed that no-one who entered it could ever find their way out. To cap 
it all, the Minotaur, a fierce bull-like monster guarded the inside of the 
labyrinth. Any intricate piece of architecture or other man-made 
contrivance is therefore daedalean. Ariadne, the daughter of king Minos, 
revealed the secrets of Daedalus’s labyrinth to Theseus her lover and he 
conquered both the labyrinth and the Minotaur. Daedalus and his son 
Icarus were imprisoned by the angry king. Daedalus, however, cleverly 
daedalized a pair of astonishing wax wings to help his son Icarus escape, 
but unfortunately Icarus flew so close to the sun the wax melted and the 
unfortunate escapee fell tragically to his death. The sculpture, made in 
June 2007, shows a number of small shapes clustered together in a 
daedalean futuristic city. 
 
 



  

DODECAGON 
In Greek gonia is ‘angle’ and hedron ‘facet’ or ‘shape’. A hexagon, for 
example, is a flat disc with six sides – like the outline of a single cell in a 
honey comb – and a hexahedron is a solid ball-like shape, like a soccer 
ball, that has six faces. Twice this amount is dodeka or twelve, literally do 
‘two’ plus deka- ‘ten’. A dodecagon is thus a twelve sided shape with 
twelve corners. Many coins, like the Mexican 20 cent coin, are 
dodecagons. The dodecagon is not restricted to flat, coin-like discs. Many 
other regular and irregular flat shapes have twelve sides and twelve 
corners. If the letters H and E are written in simple block-like shapes with 
no serifs or fancy bits sticking out, then they will have exactly twelve 
sides and twelve corners each. For the BLIND ALPHABET PROJECT a 
simple twelve-sided coin-like shape was made in May 2007 out of 
Blackwood, Balau, Imbuia, and Beech. A dodecagonal letter H was 
nearly glued onto this disk, but it would have spoiled it. 
 
 



  

DECAHEDRON 
A solid figure having ten faces – in Greek deka- is ‘ten’ and hedron ‘face’ 
or ‘base’. A number of solid shapes have ten faces. The first is called a 
pentagonal dipyramid with two crystal-like pyramids placed base-to-
base. The two pyramids each has five triangular faces tapering to two 
sharp points in opposite directions. This shape was not made for the 
project because a similar shape with two twelve-faced pyramids was 
already made. The second decahedron is called a Johnson solid. It has ten 
equilateral triangles forming a single solid shape. The third is the 
octagonal prism. It looks like a slice of an eight-sided pipe – the eight 
faces of the pipe, its top and bottom adding up to ten. Other decahedrons 
are the ‘square antiprism’, the pentagonal trapezohedron’ and the ‘square 
cupola’. The shape for the project, made in May 2007, is a somewhat 
lozenge-like shape, made in honour of the ‘Endless Column’ (1938) a 30 
metre-high sculpture of 17 such decahedral shapes by the famous 
sculptor Constantin Brancusi. Oregon Pine, Imbuia and Meranti woods 
were used.  
 
 



  

DI-DODECAHEDRON 
Two twelve-sided pyramids, attached base-to-base for a total of 24 facets. 
Each pyramid has twelve triangles, that may vary in height in different 
objects, but that all taper to the same two points. In Greek di- is ‘two’, 
duodeca- is ‘twelve’ and hedra ‘face’ or ‘base. The di-dodecahedron  is a 
single object consisting of two solid pyramids with their two sets of 
twelve faced triangles tapering in opposite directions. A di-decahedral 
object looks very similar but has only ten faces on each of its two base-to-
base pyramids. For this project an object with two twelve-sided pyramids 
was made. One pyramid consisting of twelve triangles that meet in a 
single point is called a dodecahedron. Incidentally there is an alternative 
music group from Puerto Rico by the name of Dodecahedron – reported 
to ‘break the boundaries between prejudice and ignorance’. The sculpture 
has bands of Imbuia, Meranti, Beech, Oregon Pine and tips of Saligna 
woods, made in May 2007. 



  

DELPINOID 
From Latin delphinus ‘dolphin’, an animal shape resembling the dolphin. 
Dolphins are quite special intelligent sea mammals that look like large 
fishes, but are in reality not fishes at all. There are 32 species of dolphin 
in the world. The two best-known ones are bottle-nosed dolphins, popular 
performers in sea aquariums, and the common dolphin, which inspired 
many Mediterranean folk legends. Dolphins are somewhat similar to 
humans in intelligence and it has been said that the delphinity of these 
creatures is quite close to our own humanity. A delphinestrian is someone 
riding a dolphin as if it were a horse. If a piece of driftwood or a strange 
fish resembles a real dolphin it can be said to be delphinoid. At one time, 
in some obscure British pubs, they even had beer mugs crudely shape like 
dolphins, that were referred to as delphines. The BLIND ALPHABET’s 
delphinoid shape was pieced together in July 2007 from many small 
blocks of wood, almost like a Cubist painting, so that it might appear as if 
the dolphin swiftly turns through the water. 
 



  

DENTATO-COSTATE 
Having ribs that stick out like teeth. A row made up of tooth-like bits is 
dentate – in Latin dentem is ‘tooth’ and a body lined with rib-like ridges 
is costate – in Latin costa  is ‘rib’. The South African succulent 
Haworthia truncata was studied because it has rows of peculiar ‘teeth’ 
that crop up out of the ground like ‘ribs’ on a dead animal’s carcass. The 
succulent has such peculiar teeth- or rib-like leaves that it is commonly 
known as ‘horses’ teeth’. Structures of ships and buildings can have man-
made ribs visible on the inside and outside. The inner ribs are part of their 
endoskeleton and ribs visible on the outside, like in the dentato-costate 
sculpture for the BLIND ALPHABET are an exoskeleton. The project’s 
construction shows ‘ribs’ extending into ‘teeth’ in what looks like a piece 
of architecture or a cog-like machine part. The ‘horses’ teeth’ of the 
succulent plant are treated in an extreme geometrical way – teeth in a 
gearbox. The predominant wood is Imbuia, a dark wood, capped with 
small slabs of light oak. The solid dentato-costate piece rests on a loose 
slab of Sapele mahogany. This shape was made in September 2007. 



  

 
DENTATO-SERRATE 
In Latin serra is ‘saw’ and dentem ‘tooth’. A dentate item is teethed and a 
serrate one has teeth like a saw.  If an animal or object is dentato-serrate 
it is fitted with teeth that look like those of a saw. The teeth on a saw are 
in a single row of sharp, recurved triangles, bent slightly and alternately 
to the left and right. The sideways deviation in these teeth makes for a 
row of teeth that is a little broader than than the metal plate from which 
they extend. This prevents the saw from getting stuck in the wood whilst 
cutting. The purpose of such teeth in a saw or an animal is to get a firm 
grip and then to rip. In making an object that looks like saw teeth, the 
jaws of sharks and crocodiles were studied. Electricians use clamps, 
called crocodile clamps, to make easy connections on items like radios, 
car batteries or even switchboards. For the BLIND ALPHABET, a hinged 
crocodile clamp, made in Imbuia, shows an upper row of saw teeth that 
slots exactly into a lower row. The teeth are fixed to a geometric jaw 
made of Ironwood. This object was made in September 2007. 
 
 



  

DIGITALIFORM 
Digital objects and issues are related to the finger – digitus in Latin. 
Fingers and toes on human beings and animals are referred to as digits. 
Closely related are digitaliform items – they are shaped like the flower of 
the foxglove plant. Foxglove flowers are elongated, like long trumpets 
that vaguely resemble human fingers. The botanical name of a foxglove is 
Digitalis purpurea and other flowers, like bellflowers, are digitaliform 
because they somehow resemble the foxglove. In German the foxglove is 
known as Fingerhut – a hat for the finger, or more precisely, a thimble. 
Germanic and English languages agree on the Foxglove – it is hollow on 
the inside like a glove without fingers or a thimble without a finger. 
Strangely, a doctor will digitalize a patient for nausea and even heart 
conditions, not by ‘fingering’ them, but by administering concoctions 
made from pulverised Digitalis parts. The BLIND ALPHABET’s 
digitalifom shape was made in September 2007 out of a reddish African 
hardwood, Sapele mahogany. 



  

DIBRACHIATE 
Two-armed or two-branched – in Latin brachium is ‘arm’. It might have 
been right for the BLIND ALPHABET PROJECT to sculpt two simple 
arm-like extensions and fix them to a central block – but that would have 
been too easy. Instead, a more complicated dibrachiate structure was 
made into a children’s toy called a ‘dancing button’. In the USA this toy 
is known as the buzzsaw and in Afrikaans it is called a woer-woer. Two 
very light but extremely tough arms were made for the toy by laminating 
four slats of Maple wood in a bending press. The curve in the arms has a 
high tensile strength and it is unlikely that they will ever snap. The arms 
are joined to two handles, made of African Ironwood and together the 
parts operate across a fulcrum like a pair of scissors. The button strung at 
the end, between the arms is made of Cherry wood. It has four holes to 
give it a whirring sound when it spins. The button needs to be wound up 
by flicking it round and round. The handles are then nudged to and fro to 
make it spin. The toy was made in September 2007. 



  

DACTYLOID 
A dactyloid object is finger-shaped and a cluster of dactyloid things 
resemble fingers collectively – from the Greek daktylos ‘finger’. An 
individual carrot or individual banana is dactyloid and a whole bunch of 
carrots or bananas have a dactyloid appearance. The shape made for the 
BLIND ALPHABET PROJECT resembles a cluster of fingers. The 
structure of Euphorbia esculenta, a strange succulent from the Karoo was 
studied. The Afrikaans name of the plant is Vingerpol – ‘poll or head of 
fingers’. Esculenta means edible – the plant is eaten by sheep and goats. 
It can reach a diameter of close to a metre. It has many elongated finger-
like leaves arranged around and above a central, head-like stump. The 
project’s object, made in September 2007, shows a central shaft of 
Imbuia and fingers grouped in three separate layers. On the plant there 
are actually many such layers. A strange word from dactylo- is 
dactylonomy, the art of counting on the fingers. 
 


